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Choosing cabling to loom up your hi-fi has been a rotracted exercise in A/B listening tests and like eating 

too much pasta, can leave you feeling a bit sleepy and in need of a nice espresso. That said, in the digital-

playback world of the audiophile – or music lover as I prefer to call those with a bent for high fidelity – 

cables can make a noticeable difference to system performance in my experience. 

Most people usually start out in this hobby with stock power cables (that ship with their integrated or power 

amplifier, preamplifier, CD player, DAC, etc.) and end up with whatever speaker cables and interconnects 

they can afford at the time of purchase. Many are steered towards brands that fall within their budget (or 

that they stretch to) by their local bricks and mortar shop, or that have been recommended by their friends 

in the hobby, or the advice given by those populating online forums: all reasonable and logical avenues 

to pursue for the burgeoning music lover new to deciphering the cryptic language of high fidelity and the 

role cables can play in particular. 

Linguine, spaghetti, fettuccine, bucatini… these are 

types of pasta noodles and they all have different 

shapes and affect the way a sauce sticks to them, 

hence subtly influencing the flavor of the dish you’re 

preparing. Some are round and fat, thin or hollow, 

some are flat – what I’m getting at is they make a great 

metaphor for AC cables. 
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But all of these usually end up as initial cable purchases because I’ve found that once an individual starts 

to experiment with sonic flavoring via cabling, it can be, as I wrote two paragraphs ago; an ongoing 

process. Because what usually happens, as well, is an upgrade to the amplifier being used, or preamp, 

or CD player or DAC… or speakers. And with that upgrade path there is almost always the ancillary cable 

upgrade path too – to get the most out of one’s system. 

This happened to me, this happened to pretty much everyone I know in the hobby. Most have taken 

different paths on their long, winding journey to finding their own particular audio nirvana (it’s long because 

it’s expensive and it takes time to save money, choose the particular sonic mountain range you want to 

conquer and even what route of ascent to the various sonic summits therein you want to climb). 

There are as many destinations in high fidelity as there are manufacturers and they can be as distinct in 

their makeup as low-powered SET (Single-Ended Triode) amplifiers and tubed preamplifiers paired with 

high-efficiency loudspeakers or horn-loaded designs to big solid-state mono blocs paired with difficult-to-

drive 4th-order crossover-equipped transducers and everything in between. And each approach usually 

warrants its own unique cabling solution based on various impedances, loads, output and type of sound 

being sought. 

With that said, it is an innate understanding of one’s own unique system – its specific context or baseline – 

that allows one to gauge the affect of a cable on the final sonic signature of their reference system. This 

takes time and an inherent understanding of the components within the ecosystem of one’s high-fidelity 

set-up. Without a familiar baseline for comparison, you will lose your mind screwing around 

Into the system: a component baseline 
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So it was this component baseline I decided to intimately acquaint myself with before inserting the Clarus 

Crimson line of AC/Mains cabling which this review is about. I pulled out all the aftermarket AC cabling I 

have ended up using in my system and went back to the standard AC cords that my preamplifier, mono 

blocs, DAC and music server shipped with. 

Some of the first things I noticed was an increase in the noise floor, a lack of distinct clarity in timbre to 

stringed instruments, degradation of tonal color/bloom to brass, less vocal/instrument separation on 

densely-populated tracks and a mashing of the sound stage in every axis. The more I listened, the more 

I interpreted less air around upper registers, a lack of decay off percussion (high hat, cymbals) and less 

speed to transients and the leading edge of notes on piano in particular. It was a great experiment for me 

because once again I felt I noticed more by taking something out of the final equation after becoming so 

used to it, rather than always focusing on what I notice when something is added to said equation. 

Listening 

I spent a couple of weeks getting back to basics with my standard AC cables and letting this sound 

become my new normal. When I was completely familiar with what I was hearing, I added in the Clarus 

Crimson CCP-HC Power Cables (designed for use with high current amplifiers) from the wall outlet to 

the PS Audio DirectStream Power Plant 20 I use for my system. This brought with it a sense of increased 

flow to the dynamics of music and a drop in the noise floor (the first of several). After a few days I added 

another CCP-HC to each of my McIntosh MC611 mono blocs. 

After fully acquainting myself with the sonic signature of what the CCP-HC were bringing out in my 611s 

(noticeable drop to the noise floor, increase in tonal depth, bass slam and resolution among the lowest 

octaves and a sense of more free-flowing dynamics and breathing room to the overall sonic landscape) I 

swapped-in a less python-like Clarus Crimson CCP Power Cable (designed for use with source 

components, or preamplifiers and the like) to my McIntosh C2600 tubed preamplifier. 

Like spring in the desert, with the CCP cable on the C2600 I noticed tonal shadings of brassy color had 

returned and become more naturally saturated on horns and piano in familiar jazz quartets like Coltrane’s 

1964 Crescent with McCoy Tyner on piano, Elvin Jones on drums and Jim Garrison on bass which 

washed over me like a rain storm after a dry spell. 
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The final step was adding in the Crimson CCP to an 

Aurender N10 music server which made the already 

black background even more absent of any grain or 

distant hash and subtly fleshed out classical strings and 

standup bass plucking and bowing a few degrees further, 

wringing that last ounce of organic timbre to vibrato and 

further smoothing leading edges of notes. I didn’t use the 

Crimson with the totaldac d1-direct I had connected 

throughout this review for critical listening because it 

uses an umbilical-connected external linear power 

supply and I could not discern any change when an 

aftermarket cable was used with it. 

Classic electronic album Selected Ambient Works 85-92 by Aphex Twin kept all its synth rhythm, tonal 

keyboard modulations and treble-tipped effects intact 

from the driving basslines underpinning them with the 

Crimson in place throughout, something that was not 

done with nearly as much delineation with the stock 

cables, nor was there as prominent a sense of space 

around the recorded event as with the Clarus feeding all 

the parts of the signal path. On the sublime 1955 Liberty 

Records studio date of Julie London’s Julie Is Her Name I 

heard all the subtle, husky vocal inflection and 3D-spatial 

positioning cues to her voice from the stereo version 

(1960 release) of this recording that I’ve become so 

familiar with over the years. This album through the full-Clarus Crimson sounded open, preternaturally 

‘in-the-room’ present and showed off the emotional, human texture to London’s crooning that after 13 

songs over 30 minutes still leaves you wanting more. 

I never got the sense that the Crimson cables were limiting flow, cadence or dynamics in any way – the 

opposite in fact when compared to the stock cable baseline. Nor did I perceive any ‘goosing’ of the 
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midrange or bass. Response was even across the frequency range with the uppermost registers seeming 

to open up the most and benefit the greatest from the Clarus design. 

Construction 

So, let’s talk about the design of the Crimson line which was handled by well-known cable patent collector 

and cable engineer/designer Jay Victor, who has been a staple in the industry for many years and whose 

ideas/concepts/designs – it would not be a stretch to say – could have benefitted a number of other cable 

companies’ work. Ever hear of Tributaries cables? The man behind that, Joe Perfito, helped launch Clarus 

after years of R&D and a slew of patents in an effort to create the very best stereo cabling money could 

buy. Clarus says “Every cable features an innovative multi-gauge design that uses three different-shaped 

conductor types – each individually insulated – resulting in superior bass, midrange and high frequencies. 

In addition to ultra-low-distortion PCOCC, Crimson cables are made with precision-formulated 

polyethylene (PE) insulation providing low loss, superior imaging and maximum sound definition.” 

 

OK, what does that mean exactly? The cables incorporate unique conductors in size and shape for the 

treble, midrange and bottom end (remember my pasta analogy?): Spiral-ribbon is used for the upper 

frequencies, flattened ones for the mids and large-gauge solid ones for the lower registers. Because after 

all their research, the company discovered that these iterations of the design best suited certain frequency 

ranges resulting in in a cleaner, clearer more musical sound with increased resolution thanks to no one 

section of the conductors doing the work of another. Sounds simple, but this type of R&D takes a lot of 

money, time, effort and know-how to get right and I feel like Clarus got their designs right because in my 

listening sessions the Crimson cables delivered on the goods without fuss or hyperbole: they simply got 

out of the way of the music and let it flow unimpeded and without any flourishes. 
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These are attractive cables with solid construction, superb attention to detail in their build execution and 

while stiffer than a lot of cables I’ve tried, they are definitely not the most stiff I’ve tried. With a bit of 

bending and working in for fitting in tight spots, the Crimson always came through and held the shape I 

wanted/needed them to take without much fuss. Fit at both ends was very snug, without being so tight 

that it made them overly difficult to engage or disengage. Compared to similarly priced offerings from 

AudioQuest and PS Audio that I had on hand at the time of the review, the Crimson held its own, offering 

a difference in tonal/timbral shading here, or slightly more or less noticeable compression on dense 

electronic passages or massed strings in classical pieces there. Subtle increases in bottom-end grunt or 

a larger/smaller envelope surrounding cymbal shimmer or piano-note decay depending on the recording 

in use was also taken note of between these three cable manufacturers. Saying one was better or worse 

with dynamics or musical flow is a losing proposition because again, in my estimation, it wasn’t as if any 

of them were putting a foot amiss, they were all walking similar paths with a gait unique to each company’s 

design. 

Conclusion 

Built with an eye to the discerning audiophile who has money to put down to get that last five-to-ten per 

cent of musicality and resolution from a highly-resolving sound system, or digital/analog source, the 

Clarus Crimson AC cables never left me with a sense I was wanting, or missing out on any part of the 

recorded event being portrayed through my system. They definitively bettered stock cables and proved 

themselves to be worthy of inclusion for purchase consideration with other upper-tier cable manufacturers 

I was familiar with. 

 

Current MSRP: 

Clarus Crimson High Current 20A: $910 USD per three-foot termination. 

Clarus Crimson High Current 15A: $800 USD per three-foot termination. 

Clarus Crimson Standard 15A : $350 USD per three-foot termination. 
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